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[Toward better tradeoff between signal processing
complexity and optical transparent reach]

I

n this tutorial, we study the joint design of forward error correction (FEC) and modulation for fiber-optic communications. To this end, we use an information-theoretic design
framework to investigate coded modulation (CM) techniques
for standard additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels
and fiber-optic channels. This design guideline helps us provide a
comprehensive overview of the CM schemes in the literature.
Then, by invoking recent advances in optical channel modeling
for nondispersion-managed links, we discuss two-dimensional
(2-D) and four-dimensional (4-D) CM schemes. Moreover, we discuss the electronic computational complexity and hardware constraints of CM schemes for optical communications. Finally, we
address CM schemes with signal shaping and rate-adaptation
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capabilities to accommodate the data transmission scheme to
optical links with different signal qualities.
Introduction
The tremendous growth in the demand for high data rates in optical networks encourages exploiting the available resources in this
medium more efficiently. Much effort has been devoted to quantifying fundamental limits of fiber-optic channels [1]–[3]. Indeed,
the more severe signal-dependent nonlinear effect in fiber-optic
channels, compared to wireline and wireless channels, makes the
channel modeling and capacity analysis of these channels cumbersome. The recent progress in channel modeling [4]–[6] and capacity analysis [3] of fiber-optic channels have opened a new horizon
in the design of data transmission schemes operating with higher
spectral efficiencies than current systems. The transparent reach,
i.e., the transmission distance of a fiber-optic link with no inline
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so-called nonlinear Kerr effect. If the fiber is broken into suffielectrical signal regenerators, is intimately related to the
ciently short segments, the chromatic dispersion and the nondesired spectral efficiency, i.e., the number of information bits
linear Kerr effect can be thought of as acting sequentially and
sent in each polarization per symbol period, as well as to the
independently. The propagation of light in these channels is
digital signal processing (DSP) complexity [depicted in Figure
described by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. Due to the
1(a)]. For example, the larger the transparent reach is, the
lack of analytical solutions and the complexity of numerical
higher the DSP complexity gets, provided that the desired specapproaches, deriving the discrete-time statistics of such chantral efficiency is achievable for this transparent reach.
nels is, in general, cumbersome.
Joint coding and (multilevel)
A fiber-optic link can compenmodulation schemes, so-called CM,
Joint coding and
sate for the chromatic dispersion
have been investigated as means to
(multilevel) modulation
optically using an inline dispersion
provide higher coding gain to
schemes, so-called CM,
compensation fiber, leading to a
increase reach while maintaining
are known to be superior
dispersion-managed (DM) link, or
acceptable complexity. The CM techto conventional approaches
electronically by an electronic disniques [7] are known to be superior
using independent forward
persion compensation (EDC) unit
to conventional approaches using
in the receiver, resulting in a soindependent FEC and modulation in
error correction and
called non-DM link. Generally
the sense of requiring less signal-tomodulation, in the sense
speaking, the high accumulated
noise ratio (SNR) for the same specof requiring less signalchromatic dispersion in a non-DM
tral efficiency. In fact, a CM scheme
to-noise ratio for the
link turns the distribution of the
can exploit the four available dimensame spectral efficiency.
electric field into Gaussian and
sions of a fiber-optic link, i.e., two
consequently mitigates the nonlinpolarizations each consisting of inear Kerr effect. Therefore, non-DM links outperform the widely
phase and quadrature dimensions, with more flexibility than conused DM links for sufficiently large symbol rates and Gaussian
ventional schemes. In addition, the channel state information
or Nyquist pulses. The better performance of non-DM links has
(CSI) can be taken into account in the design of a CM scheme,
attracted a global interest in exploiting SMF links with EDC for
leading to a channel-aware CM scheme capable of adapting to difnext-generation optical networks.
ferent signal qualities in optically switched mesh networks with a
A non-DM link including a CM encoder and decoder with
dynamic or heterogeneous structure.
EDC is depicted in Figure 1(b). As seen, the CM scheme first
encodes the sequence of information bits U to m bit
Fiber-Optic Links
Light is an electromagnetic wave, which can be modulated to
sequences V1, V2, f, V m . These m sequences are mapped to a
convey information bits in fiber-optic links including N spans,
sequence of symbols S from a 4-D constellation (at each time
each consisting of a single-mode fiber (SMF) and an erbiuminstant, a vector consisting of one bit from each m bit
doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The electric field of the propagatsequences is mapped to a 4-D symbol). A 4-D constellation can
ing signal experiences four types of impairments in these links:
be constructed by a Cartesian product of two equal quadrature
1) signal attenuation, 2) AWGN noise added in each EDFA after
amplitude modulations (QAMs), which are used for indepenamplifying the signal to compensate for the fiber loss, 3) fredent data transmission over each polarization. The symbol
quency-dependent phase shift known as chromatic dispersion,
sequence S is transmitted through a fiber-optic channel and
and 4) intensity-dependent phase shift in the time domain, the
received as the symbol sequence Y after the EDC.

V1
V2

Vm

Bit-to-Symbol
Mapper

Fiber-Optic
Channel with EDC

CM Decoder

Uˆ

(Moduation)

CM Encoder
(a)

(b)

[Fig1] (a) The three main factors in the design of a CM scheme for fiber-optic links. (b) A fiber-optic link including a CM encoder and
decoder with EDC (u and ut are the transmitted and decoded information bit sequences, respectively).
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SER

ratio (BER) of a hard-decision
Channel Model
The reduction in the
demodulator (the input BER of the
Recently, a series of analytical modSNR requirement resulting
FEC decoder), the so-called FEC
els have been proposed for non-DM
from adding coding at the
threshold, for obtaining the informafiber-optic links [5], [6] with stansame information bit rate and
tion BER of 10−15 at the output of the
dard M-ary QAM (M -QAM) considerthe same (low) information
ing additive, Gaussian noise. The
FEC decoder has been widely used as
Gaussian noise model represents the
a metric for these channels. Often,
BER for both coded and
received signal Y in a polarizationthe main goal of system designers
uncoded systems is called
was to meet the desired FEC threshmultiplexed (PM) fiber-optic channel
the net coding gain.
old for an uncoded system.
with EDC as Y = gS + Z, where S
is the transmitted PM signal, Z is a
Net coding gain
noise vector with a complex zero-mean circularly symmetric
The reduction in the SNR requirement resulting from adding
AWGN in each polarization, and g is a complex constant attenuacoding at the same information bit rate and the same (low)
tion factor, which attenuates and rotates the transmitted symbol
information BER for both coded and uncoded systems is called
in each polarization. The variance of the zero-mean AWGN in
the net coding gain (NCG). The code rate of the coded system is
each polarization is given by v 2 = Nv 2ASE + v 2NL, where
2
v NL = a NL P 3 is the variance of the noiselike interference, the soR = h/h uncod, where h uncod and h are the spectral efficiencies of
called nonlinear noise, caused by the nonlinear Kerr effect, in
the uncoded and coded systems, respectively. The system codwhich a NL is a function of channel parameters and P is the avering overhead is defined as OH = 1/R - 1. The NCG is precisely
age transmitted power. The term Nv 2ASE denotes the variance of
the total amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise from the
EDFAs over N amplifier spans. Finally, the SNR is defined as
| g | 2 P/v 2 for the non-DM system. Since the variance of the (non100
linear distortion) noise grows as the cube of the transmitted
53 Spans
power, as shown in Figure 2(a), the system performance is eventually degraded at high transmitted power levels. This nonlinear
10−1
behavior distinguishes these channels from classical AWGN channels. Clearly, there is an optimum power [shown by two stars in
20 Spans
Figure 2(a)], which yields the minimum uncoded symbol error
ratio (SER) or the maximum SNR after the EDC.
10−2
This optimum signal power is almost independent of the transparent reach, and the systems introduced in this article are
assumed to operate at the optimal transmit power. A well-designed
10−3
CM scheme allows for reliable data transmission with a higher
−8 −7 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1
0
1
Transmit Power (dBm)
uncoded SER, which leads to increasing the transparent reach. In
(a)
this article, we consider only a single-channel system to keep the
numerical simulation run time reasonable. However, the Gaussian
noise model applies also to wavelength-division-multiplexing
(WDM) systems, as long as one accounts for the entire optical signal spectrum as outlined in, e.g., [5]. According to this model for
non-DM fiber-optic links, numerically and experimentally vali(b)
(c)
dated, including effects of interchannel nonlinearities in the WDM
case only increases the variance of the AWGN. This leads to a
reduction in the maximum transparent reach at which a given bit
rate can be achieved, but the results will not change qualitatively.
Quality Parameters
We will use three quality parameters to evaluate the performance of optical data transmission systems with hard- and
soft-decision decoding, including FEC threshold, NCG, and gap
to the AWGN channel capacity.
FEC threshold
Traditionally, due to the use of independent FEC and modulation
together with hard-decision demodulation, the maximum bit-error

(d)

(e)

[Fig2] (a) The SERs of a nonlinear fiber-optic link with 20
and 53 spans together with the scatter plots of the received
signals for a 16-QAM at the minimum SER, marked by two
stars. The scatter plot of the received signal for a nonlinear
fiber-optic link with 64-QAM operating (b) 6.5, (c) 4.5, (d) 2.5,
and (e) 0 dB away from the AWGN channel capacity at a
spectral efficiency of 5.5 bits per polarization. The values of
the system parameters are given in Table 1.
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[Fig3] The block diagram of CM schemes: (a) MLCM, (b) BICM, (c) TCM, (d) nonbinary, and (e) polar nonbinary.

defined as the gross coding gain scaled by the code rate of the
coded system to compare the coded and uncoded systems at
the same information bit rate [8]. The NCG of a system at a

certain information BER can be expressed as NCG = Rc uncod /c,
where c uncod and c are the SNRs required to meet the desired
BER for the given uncoded and coded systems, respectively.
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Y can be modeled as m parallel subchannels with the inputs
Vi, i = 1, f, m and the output Y. An alternative parallel sub32 Gbaud
Symbol rate R s
channel modeling approach is based on decoding the individual
1.4 W−1 km−1
Nonlinearity coefficient c
subchannels independently [10], which yields a sum rate of
0.2 dB/km
tI = / m tI i, in which tI i = I (Vi; Y) . It can be shown that
Attenuation coefficient a
i=1
17
ps/nm/km
Dispersion coefficient D
I (Vi; Y) # I (Vi; Y | V1, f, Vi - 1) [10], implying that tI 1 I. The
1,550 nm
Optical center wavelength m
gap between tI and I strongly depends on the selected labeling of
5 dB
EDFA noise figure Fn
the constellation symbols. This gap is surprisingly small with Gray
80 km
Span length L
labeling. However, the multistage decoding technique is significantly superior to the parallel independent decoding for a finitelength code [10]. We explain below the three main categories of
Gap to the AWGN channel capacity
CM schemes, exploiting the equivalent subchannels for AWGN
The advent of CM schemes in fiber-optic communications with
channels, as well as two CM schemes that are constructed from
soft-decision decoding enables new evaluation techniques for
nonbinary component codes. They are all illustrated in Figure 3.
these systems. For a system with a rate R, there is a minimum
As shown in Figure 4, the CM schemes may be concatenated
SNR c (in dB) to obtain a BER of 10−15 at the output of the CM
with an outer code to solve the probdecoder, which is usually computed
lem of finding a coded scheme that
by numerical simulations. The gap
A CM scheme can
has both a rapidly decreasing BER at
Dc between c and the minimum
exploit the four available
moderate SNR, known as the waterSNR obtained using the Shannon
dimensions of a fiber-optic link,
fall region, and the possibility of
formula for an AWGN channel with
i.e., two polarizations each
reaching extremely low BERs withthe spectral efficiency h, i.e.,
out any error floor [11, Ch. 5]. As
2 h - 1, is a useful measure to comconsisting of in-phase and
suggested in [8], one may use a
pare different CM schemes. The
quadrature dimensions, with
capacity-approaching inner code,
AWGN capacity, although popular
more flexibility than
here realized by a CM scheme, to
as a benchmark, may not represent
conventional schemes.
obtain BERs around 10−3. Then the
the capacity of the nonlinear fiberoptic channel [3]. This gap, known
BER floor is suppressed using an
as gap from AWGN capacity [9], can be expressed as
outer code constructed based on classic codes with hard-decision
decoding such as Reed–Solomon (RS) and Bose–Chaudhuri–HocDc = c - 10 log 10 (2 h - 1) dB. In Figure 2(b)–(e), we have
quenghem (BCH) codes to BERs acceptable for optical communishown the scatter plots of the received signal for a non-DM
cations, e.g., 10−15. The distributions of the received 2-D or 4-D
fiber-optic link with ten, 15, 23, and 39 spans and the system
parameters given in Table 1, operating at 6.5, 4.5, 2.5, and 0 dB,
symbols before decoding are computed using the noise variance
respectively, from the AWGN channel capacity.
given in the section “Channel Model.”
[Table 1] System parameter values.

CM Techniques
Considering the bit-to-symbol mapper shown in Figure 1(b),
the equivalent binary subchannels approach introduced in [10]
can be applied to represent the mutual information (MI)
between the channel input and the received signal after EDC as
m
I = / i = 1 I i, where I i = I (Vi; Y | V1, f, Vi - 1) is the conditional
MI of subchannel i, provided that the transmitted bits of the
subchannels 1, f, i - 1 are given. The detection of the channel
input bits is performed with a multistage decoder. An accurate
channel model (see the section “Channel Model”) is necessary to
exploit this design framework. More precisely, this informationtheoretic tool requires the signal statistics of the received signal Y
from the channel. Clearly, the channel with input S and output

U

Outer Code
(RS or BCH)

Interleaver

Inner Code
(CM Encoder)

Multilevel Coded Modulation
For an arbitrary modulation, the binary subchannels have in general different conditional MIs I i . Hence, to approach the channel
MI I, an unequal error protection technique, as depicted in Figure
3(a), is applied over the m binary subchannels. To this end, multilevel CM (MLCM) was designed consisting of m binary turbo [10]
or low-density parity check (LDPC) [12] codes, originally introduced with classic block codes [13], each adapted to the conditional MI of the corresponding subchannels (I i for channel i) .
MLCM has been shown to be a capacity-achieving scheme theoretically and through simulations [10] for AWGN. An interesting feature of MLCM is the possibility of exploiting a multistage decoder
(MSD). As shown in Figure 3(a), the decoder of the first

Channel

Inner Code
Decoder

[Fig4] The concatenation of an outer (RS or BCH) and inner (CM scheme) codes.
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subchannel can decode the received bits independently of the
other subchannels, then the second decoder uses the output from
the first decoder to decode the bits received in the second subchannel, and so on for the rest of the subchannels. The MSD has
lower complexity than the maximum-likelihood detector. An
MLCM scheme was tailored in [14] for a memoryless nonlinear
fiber-optic channel with RS component codes. In this paper, an
unequal error protection scheme in the phase and radial direction
of a 16-point ring constellation is exploited to minimize the block
error rate of the system. For non-DM fiber-optic channels, two
simplified MLCM schemes were introduced in [15] with staircase
codes and LDPC codes, respectively. The subchannels are categorized in two groups in [15] and three groups in [16], to reduce the
number of component codes.
Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation
Zehavi [17] introduced bit-interleaved CM (BICM) as shown in
Figure 3(b) simply by adding an interleaver between the encoder
and the mapper to distribute the coded bits among different binary
subchannels uniformly and exploit the diversity in the subchannels. In the BICM scheme, the subchannels are assumed to be
independent and a simplified model using m independent decoders of the binary subchannels is used [10] with the MI I (Vi; Y) for
subchannel i = 1, f m, in which each subchannel has no information from the input bits of the other subchannels. Usually, the
binary decoder uses the log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) of the subchannels after deinterleaving to decode the received bits, where
the LLR of bit v is defined as ln (Pr (v = 1 | Y) / Pr (v = 0 | Y)) .
For channels such as wireless fast fading channels, the channel
is unknown at the transmitter, and thus, the MIs of the subchannels are also unknown. BICM was originally proposed for fast-fading channels to exploit the diversity in binary subchannels [10].
BICM has been widely investigated in fiber-optic communications.
For example, a comprehensive study of BICM for fiber-optic communications has been performed in [18] with different modulation
formats. The performance of a BICM scheme is very sensitive to
the type of the selected constellation labeling. Its performance
is significantly degraded for a non-Gray labeling. To overcome
this problem, one may exploit an iterative decoding between the
2-D or 4-D demapper (LLR calculation unit) and the binary code
decoder [19].
Trellis Coded Modulation
Ungerboeck [20] introduced a new type of binary labeling based
on the set partitioning technique. The subchannels resulting
from this labeling have ascending MI values. The early subchannels (with smaller indices) have lower MI values than the subchannels with indices close to m. The original version of
trellis-CM (TCM), shown in Figure 3(c), splits the information
bits into two groups of subchannels, where the group with
smaller indices, the so-called “subset selection,” is protected by
a convolutional code, while the second group, denoted as “symbol selection,” remains uncoded. Although this scheme can be
decoded by MSD, Ungerboeck proposed a maximum likelihood
decoder. The Viterbi decoder uses the subset metrics to decode

the first group. The second group is decoded by a simple demapper within the decoded subset.
A capacity-approaching TCM scheme, known as turbo TCM,
can be designed by replacing the convolutional code with a
turbo code to decrease the gap from the Shannon limit for
AWGN channels. Furthermore, multidimensional TCM was proposed in [21], which allows a higher spectral efficiency for a
given signal constellation than one-dimensional (1-D) or 2-D
TCM methods. In fiber-optic systems, TCM was proposed in [22]
with an 8-point cubic polarization shift keying constellation.
The simplest 4- and 16-state TCM schemes were applied to
8-point phase shift keying (PSK) and differential PSK in [23].
Finally, the concatenation of 2-D TCM with two different outer
codes, RS and BCH codes, was studied in [24], which gives
NCGs of 8.4 and 9.7 dB, respectively, at a BER of 10−13 for the
AWGN channel.
CM Scheme with a Nonbinary Block Code
The codewords of a nonbinary code are sequences of 2q-ary
symbols, each representing q bits. The code is constructed
over a Galois field (GF) of order 2 q, denoted by GF (2 q) .
Binary codes can be considered as the simplest case of these
codes, defined over GF(2) with two symbols zero and one.
The binary subchannels can be encoded and decoded jointly
using nonbinary codes, at the cost of increased complexity.
As shown in Figure 3(d), the demapper computes symbol
LLRs for each soft received symbol, retaining the MI between
the subchannels compared to the independent bit LLR calculation in BICM. In fact, since symbol-wise decoding is used
for a nonbinary scheme, its performance is not sensitive to
the type of the selected constellation labeling and the decoding is performed with no iteration between the LLR calculation unit and the CM decoder.
Different types of nonbinary codes such as classic nonbinary codes, e.g., RS codes with a hard-decision decoding, or
modern nonbinary LDPC and turbo TCM codes with a softdecision decoding, can be used to construct the nonbinary CM
schemes. Moderate-length (< 2,000 GF symbols) nonbinary
LDPC codes have been widely proposed for fiber-optic communications [25], to approach the Shannon limit in AWGN channels. The nonbinary scheme can be used with both 2-D [25]
and 4-D [16], [26] constellations.
Polar nonbinary CM Scheme
Although many techniques have been suggested to mitigate the
computational complexity of nonbinary codes, the decoding
complexity in the order of O (q2 q), for a regular nonbinary
LDPC code designed over GF (2 q), makes this scheme unrealistic for large (≥ 2 7 points) constellations [27]. To overcome this
problem, a mapper, inspired by the polar coding technique [28],
was devised [16] to categorize the binary subchannels into three
groups: “bad,” “intermediate,” and “good” subchannels. The
“bad” and “good” subchannels have MIs near zero and one,
respectively, while the MIs of “intermediate” subchannels are
between zero and one. Then, error protection using nonbinary
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LDPC coding is performed solely over the “intermediate” subchannels. As shown in Figure 3(e), the “good” subchannels are
left uncoded, whereas no information is transmitted on the
“bad” subchannels denoted by dropped bits, which are fixed to
zero and known to the receiver. Since the nonbinary encoder
performs on the “intermediate” subchannels independently of
the constellation size [16], the GF can have a lower order with
this design than with the regular nonbinary scheme above, and
consequently a CM scheme with a lower complexity is obtained.
In this scheme, the bit-to-symbol mapper can be realized by a
4-D set partitioning technique illustrated using the bits
V1, f, V4 in Figure 5 for a PM-QPSK constellation [16].
2-D versus 4-D CM schemes
A CM scheme can exploit the available four dimensions in the
signal space of a fiber-optic link either jointly as a 4-D channel
or separately as two parallel 2-D channels. For the Gaussian
noise model introduced in the section “Channel Model,” these
parallel channels are independent, as shown in [10], and one
can get close to the MI of an AWGN channel using both 1-D and
2-D schemes. Although a 2-D CM scheme can achieve the MI of
AWGN channels, a 4-D CM scheme has a better tradeoff between
complexity and performance at the same spectral efficiency, as
shown later in the performance analysis (see the section

V1 = 1

V1 = 0

V2 = 0

V3 = 0

“Performance Analysis of 2-D and 4-D Schemes”). In fact, a 4-D
scheme can provide more flexibility than 1-D or 2-D schemes,
which facilitates exploiting rate adaptation and probabilistic
shaping techniques. Here, we investigate 2-D and 4-D CM
schemes with binary and nonbinary codes.
Classic and modern binary codes as well as their concatenations are used together with 2-D constellations such as QAM
signals for constructing 2-D CM schemes. They are well investigated for fiber-optic communications and have been realized
based on the three traditional CM schemes, i.e., MLCM [15],
TCM [24], and BICM [18]. This group of CM schemes is capable
of approaching the AWGN capacity provided that the block
length is sufficiently large. For example, an NCG of 10.8 dB
(Dc = 3 dB) with 20.5% coding overhead is achieved with triple-concatenated codes, (4,608, 4,080) LDPC, (3,860, 3,824)
BCH, and (2,040, 1,930) BCH using QPSK signals at a BER of
10−15 [8], where (n, k) denotes a block code with a codeword of
length n bits and an input information vector of length k bits.
As introduced in [25], the 2-D CM schemes can also be constructed using nonbinary codes. The (1,225, 1,088) LDPC code
over GF(23) with 12.6% coding overhead provides an NCG of
9.4 dB (Dc = 2.3 dB) at a BER of 10−10. The improvement over
the comparable binary (3,136, 2,800) LDPC code from the same
family is 0.7 dB at a BER of 10−7.

V2 = 1

V2 = 1

V3 = 1

V2 = 0

V3 = 1

V3 = 0
V4 = 0

V4 = 0
V4 = 1

V4 = 0
...
V4 = 1

V4 = 0
V4 = 1

V4 = 1

[Fig5] A 4-D set partitioning of a 16-ary 4-D constellation representing PM-QPSK. v4 v3 v2 v1 represents the four bits in the binary
labeling of the constellation [16].
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in decoding a 2q-ary regular nonbiCM schemes with 4-D constellaThe complexity of a
tions adopted from classical communary LDPC code designed over GF
CM scheme is dominated by
nication have been suggested for
(2 q) is in the order of O (Jtq2 q),
its
two main components: the
optical communications based on
where J and t are the number and
LLR calculation from the soft
BICM. For example, a 4-D BICM
weight of the rows of the parityreceived symbols and the
scheme with two concatenated codes,
check matrix of the nonbinary
encoder and decoder of
an outer (992, 956) RS code and an
LDPC code, respectively. This comthe component codes.
inner (9,252, 7,976) LDPC code, can
plexity is in the order of O (q 2 2 q)
provide an NCG of 10.5 dB
for RS codes [11, Ch. 14]. Moreover,
the number of iterations required
(Dc = 2.7 dB) at a BER of 10−13 with
for the convergence of LDPC iterative decoding also influences
an overall coding overhead of 20% and QPSK constellation [19].
the complexity of the decoder of these codes.
In Figure 3(d) and (e), nonbinary codes are applied to 4-D CM
schemes to improve the NCG of these systems, for example 0.29
dB, 1.17 dB, and 2.17 dB with 16-, 32-, and 64-point 4-D constellaPerformance analysis of 2-D and 4-D schemes
tions, respectively, at a BER of 10−7 [26]. The nonbinary scheme in
We compare the BER performance for three CM schemes: 2-D
BICM, 2-D nonbinary CM, and 4-D polar nonbinary CM schemes,
Figure 3(d) suffers from high complexity for constellations with a
illustrated in Figure 3(b), (d), and (e), respectively. All schemes
large number of symbols (≥ 27). The polar nonbinary CM scheme
were designed with PM 64-QAM and an overall coding overhead
in Figure 3(e) decreases the complexity of the nonbinary CM
of 21% over a single-channel non-DM fiber-optic link with the
schemes without performance degradation, by confining the
system parameters given in Table 1. The exploited LDPC codes
required GF order of the nonbinary block code to a small number
were constructed based on finite fields [11, Ch. 11]. The numeri(<27 symbols), independent of the constellation size. Finally, it can
cal simulations of signal propagation in a non-DM fiber-optic link
be concluded that 4-D schemes may be more spectrally efficient
based on the Manakov equation are performed using the splitthan 2-D schemes at the same performance.
step Fourier method. Here, the schemes are compared based on
two constraints: block length and complexity.
Hardware requirement and DSP complexity
The hardware requirements and electronic processing complexity
Block-length-constrained comparison
of CM schemes play a crucial role for fiber-optic communications.
Three systems are simulated with the same transmission block
Although the semiconductor technology is capable of providing
length consisting of inner and outer codes together with an
ultra-high-speed analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and masinterleaver as shown in Figure 4 for the following scenarios:
sively parallelized DSP circuits, the system power consumption
1) a 2-D BICM scheme with a (3, 21)-regular quasi-cyclic (a
and hardware cost also need to be taken into account. In particular, since high-resolution ADCs and digital signal processors are
(c, t) -regular quasi-cyclic LDPC code has c nonzero elecostly for high-speed data transmission, the performance sensitivments in each column and t nonzero elements in each row
ity of CM schemes to quantization errors has become an imporof its parity-check matrix [11, Ch. 5]) binary (10,752, 9,236)
tant factor in the design of these schemes [8]. The impact of
LDPC inner code concatenated with a (1,016, 980) shortquantization errors on the performance of a concatenated TCM
ened RS outer code over GF(210), to bring down the output
scheme with two interleaved BCH outer codes was evaluated in
BER of the inner code from 2.2 # 10−4 to 10−15
[24], and it was shown that 4-bit quantization was sufficient to
2) a 2-D nonbinary CM scheme with a (3, 9)-regular quasiapproach the infinite-precision performance to within 0.15 dB.
cyclic nonbinary (2,688, 2,309) LDPC inner code over
The complexity of a CM scheme is dominated by its two
GF(26) concatenated with a (970, 930) shortened RS code
main components: the LLR calculation from the soft received
over GF(210), to bring down the output BER of the inner
symbols and the encoder and decoder of the component codes.
code from 1.9 # 10−4 to 10−15
To compute the LLR vector for a 4-D CM scheme, finding the
3) a 4-D polar nonbinary CM scheme with a (3, 9)-regular
closest 4-D symbol to the received vector among the constellaquasi-cyclic nonbinary (1,728, 1,162) LDPC inner code over
tion symbols requires approximately 4 times the computational
GF(26) concatenated with a (963, 949) shortened RS code
complexity of finding the closest 1-D symbol in the constituent
over GF(210), to bring down the output BER of the inner
1-D constellation, neglecting the three additions which may be
code from 1.5 # 10−5 to 10−15.
needed to compute the 4-D minimum Euclidean distance from
The length of the interleaver between the inner and the outer
four 1-D minimum Euclidean distances [21]. This implies that
code is 11 times the inner code length for the 2-D BICM and seven
one may compare the complexity of the receivers for CM
times the inner code length for the 2-D nonbinary CM schemes,
schemes with different dimensions by taking into account solely
resulting in coded block lengths of 11 # 10, 752 = 118, 272 and
the complexity of the component code decoders per dimension.
7 # 2, 688 # 6 = 112, 896 bits, respectively. The interleaver
The complexity of LDPC and RS codes has been well studied
length is five times the inner code length for the 4-D polar nonin the literature. The computational complexity required per
binary CM scheme, resulting in a coded block length of
iteration of the fast Fourier transform sum-product algorithm
5 # 1, 728 # 12 = 103, 680 bits. Considering transmission of
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[Fig6] (a) The BER of three CM schemes with information-block-length-constraint. (b) The BER of 2-D and 4-D CM schemes with binary
and nonbinary LDPC codes, respectively, and similar complexity. All the CM schemes use PM 64-QAM with 21% coding overhead and
have therefore the same spectral efficiency.
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Complexity-constrained comparison
We designed the following 2-D and 4-D schemes with similar
complexities using the results provided in the section “Hardware Requirement and DSP Processing Complexity”:
■■ a 2-D BICM scheme consisting of a (3, 21)-regular quasicyclic binary (16,128, 13,844) LDPC inner code concatenated
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12 bits by each 4-D symbol at 32 Gbaud, we obtain block
lengths of 308, 294, and 270 ns for the 2-D BICM, 2-D nonbinary, and polar 4-D nonbinary schemes, respectively. According
to the BER results shown in Figure 6(a), the polar 4-D nonbinary scheme is superior to the 2-D BICM and 2-D nonbinary CM
schemes with nearly the same transmission block length.
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[Fig7] (a) The spectral efficiency per dimension versus the transparent reach and the SNR for a non-DM link with EDC. The CM scheme
curves are based on the results given in [16] and the spectral efficiency for the Gaussian noise model is computed by log 2 (1 + SNR) /2,
where SNR = | g | 2 P/v 2 . (b) The 2-D symbol probabilities of the probabilistically shaped 4-D CM scheme.
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with a (1,015, 977) shortened RS outer code over GF(210), to
bring down the output BER of the inner code from 2.3 #
10−4 to 10−15
■■ a 4-D polar nonbinary CM scheme consisting of a (3,
9)-regular quasi-cyclic nonbinary (1,152, 778) LDPC inner
code over GF(26) concatenated with a (1,011, 995) shortened RS outer code over GF(210), to bring down the output
BER of the inner code from 2.5 # 10−5 to 10−15.
As seen in Figure 6(b), the 4-D polar nonbinary scheme performs
slightly better. Since the GF order can be kept fixed in this
scheme, i.e., GF(26), independent of the constellation size, the 4-D
scheme is superior to the 2-D scheme for large constellations.

300 Gb/s in steps of 26.67 Gb/s at a fixed symbol rate. In a more
practical scenario, a rate-adaptive BICM scheme was proposed
exploiting six combinations of binary LDPC and RS codes together
with three modulations formats [9].
The method based on multiple codes with different rates is
demanding in terms of hardware and thus costly to implement. A
4-D scheme with a flexible structure can perform rate adaptation
with a single component code rather than using a different code
for each rate. The 4-D scheme shown in Figure 3(e) was used in
[16] to devise a rate-adaptive scheme with a single fixed-rate
encoder. In this scheme, the number of bits in the different
“good” and “bad” groups introduced in the polar CM scheme in
the section “Polar Nonbinary CM Scheme” are adjusted according to the CSI such that the number of “intermediate” bits is
always the same. Since the mapper is solely a simple look-up
table, the rate adaptation is straightforward to implement. As
shown in Figure 7(a), the rate-adaptive CM scheme using a single
nonbinary code with probabilistic shaping can achieve
Dc 1 3 dB for transparent reaches
from 17 # 80 to 112 # 80 km.

Signal Shaping
Signal shaping in data transmission systems over AWGN channels refers to the manipulation of the symbol distribution to
make it better approximate a Gaussian distribution [7]. Two types
of shaping methods have been proposed for optical communications: probabilistic [15], [16] and
geometric [29] shaping. Probabilistic
Two well-known
shaping means changing the symbol
choices for the CSI are the
probabilities for a standard constellaSummary
SNR, which is estimated after
tion such as QAM, while geometric
To utilize the available resources in
shaping implies changing the cooran optical network efficiently, the
EDC, and the inner code BER,
dinates of the points in the constellatradeoff between spectral efficiency,
which is computed by
tion, which typically results in
DSP hardware complexity, and transa syndrome-based
irregular (nonuniform) constellaparent reach needs to be optimized
error estimator.
tions. Two well-established probabilfor different links in the network.
istic shaping methods, shell
Joint coding and modulation
mapping and trellis shaping [7], have been applied to fiber-optic
schemes offer more freedom to exploit the available four dimencommunications in [16] and [15], respectively. With probabilistic
sions in these channels than traditional independent FEC and
shaping, instead of having a uniform distribution for the input
modulation techniques. As discussed, a CM scheme can operate
symbols, the symbols close to the origin of the constellation (with
over a link with larger transparent reach than conventional
small amplitudes) are sent more often than the symbols far from
schemes but with the same complexity (or even lower), for a wide
the origin, as illustrated in Figure 7(b) for a 64-QAM with the
range of spectral efficiencies.
shell mapping algorithm. Probabilistic shaping reduces the averAmong the CM schemes discussed for AWGN channels, specifiage transmitted power compared with a uniform distribution.
cally, MLCM, BICM, TCM, nonbinary, and polar nonbinary
Bearing in mind that the variance of the introduced nonlinear
schemes, MLCM is not attractive for fiber-optic communications
distortion is cubic with input power (see the section “Channel
because of its large number of component codes. The main bottleModel”), the system performance improves by performing probneck of nonbinary schemes is the decoding complexity, making it
abilistic shaping as shown in Figure 7(a) [16].
an unrealistic solution for large constellations. A better tradeoff
between DSP complexity and transparent reach of 4-D CM
Rate-adaptive CM schemes
schemes makes them superior to 2-D schemes. Finally, a 4-D CM
To improve the utilization of optical networks with dynamic or
scheme provides more flexibility than 1-D and 2-D CM schemes,
heterogeneous structure, the rate of the CM scheme can be
which facilitates its combination with signal shaping techniques
adapted according to the CSI at the transmitter of each fiberas well as rate adaptation methods with no need for multiple comoptic link. Two well-known choices for the CSI are the SNR,
ponent codes.
which is estimated after EDC, and the inner code BER, which is
computed by a syndrome-based error estimator [9]. Rate-adaptive
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